FIRE

NEW STANDARDS IN
BEAM DETECTION

New solution reinvents open-area smoke
detection.
tralis, the company behind VESDA, will
launch its OSID (Open Area Smoke
Imaging Detection) technology designed
for open spaces where fire detection
presents unique challenges. OSID
delivers verified results including fast, unsurpassed
immunity to reflections, vibrations and extreme building movement; and highest immunity to dust, steam,
fog, condensation and other obstructions.
OSID by Xtralis was the winner of the Judge’s
Choice Award at the ISC West 2011 New Product
Showcase (NPS) while competing against 84 other
entries. ISC West is the largest in North America and
one of the major global exhibitions in the industry, last
year it was attended by over 23 000 participants.
OSID has been deployed on test sites in
Europe and on one of the sites G. Rymenans,
Project Manager for at VAG Security, could not
believe that any active smoke detection system
could protect his plant. “The system is now
running for three months without any faults or
false alarms while being subjected to vibration,
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building movement and continuous moving cranes
in the facility.
“On top of that”, continues G. Rymenans, “the
installation took only 25% of the time we would have
spent on installing beam detectors if these had been
able to operate in this environment.”
A significant benefit of OSID is its ability to provide
volumetric coverage. As many as seven emitters can
be placed within the field of view of a single imager,
each placed at different heights. The imager’s large
viewing angles, both horizontal and vertical, enable
three-dimensional area coverage for design flexibility
and additional deployment savings.
Jorge Moreno, Program Manager, Environmental
and Building Technologies, Frost & Sullivan, says
that the quality and reliability improvements achieved
by OSID have resulted in better performance and
higher resistance to false alarms typically caused by
dust, steam, insects, objects or human interference:
“The extraordinary tolerance of the OSID product to
misalignment means that nuisance alarms caused by
building movement or misalignment at installation are
a thing of the past,” he says.
“This cost-effective smoke detection solution is
bringing more value to the owners by means of lower
installation costs and advanced image detection
capabilities. The simple and easy installation and
maintenance requirements make OSID advantageous
for customers and contractors alike.”
Ghassan Habelrih, Executive Vice President
of Safety Products and Business Development for
Xtralis, said: “OSID lowers the lifetime cost of protection for all stakeholders due to considerably faster
installation, simplified maintenance, larger area coverage, and the elimination of unwarranted interruptions
to end-user business due to false alarms. Uniquely,
OSID provides the highest possible reliability in
protection of facilities at low installed cost, yet maintains the system integrator’s bottom line over the life
of the service contract, leaving everyone satisfied.”
OSID overcomes the weaknesses of traditional
detection solutions used in large, open spaces where
standard sensitivity detection is required. In its simplest configuration, OSID resembles a beam detector
but is an entirely new technology. Unlike Video Smoke
Detection, OSID works reliably in any environment –
regardless of lighting, smoke type or airflows.
OSID installation and commissioning is intuitive
because exact alignment between the imager and emitter is not required. An imager can locate and lock in an
emitter that is only roughly aligned thanks to the imager’s
wide field of view. And because OSID uses a wide-angle
imaging sensor, its sophisticated algorithms can
compensate for vibrations and building movement.
For more information contact Lauren Sher, Regional
Sales Manager, Xtralis, on +27 (0)82 446 7602,
lsher@xtralis.com.

WEBINAR:
INNOVATIONS IN
THE FIELD OF
OPEN-AREA SMOKE
DETECTION

Xtralis will be presenting a webinar on the latest
innovation in open-area smoke detection, hosted
by Hi-Tech Security Solutions, on 28 June 2011.
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ob Galic, OSID (Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection) business development
manager for Xtralis will; be presenting a webinar on 28th June at 09:00 CAT
(Central African Time, or Johannesburg time).
The company that revolutionised very early warning smoke detection with VESDA
has developed a new technology to eliminate detection compromises in open areas –
Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection (OSID) by Xtralis.
VESDA air-sampling smoke detection is the most reliable solution for very early
warning smoke detection. But when very early warning is not the priority, traditional
detection systems have proved problematic. Beam detectors are susceptible to
building movement, difficult to install, and prone to false alarms. And heat and flame
detectors only detect fire in the developed, flaming stage, which negates early detection and results in threats to life safety and major property damage.
OSID cost-effectively solves all the problems associated with protecting open
areas from fire. Its uncompromising performance is based on the patented use of
digital imaging, dual-frequency beams and smart algorithms to deliver.
• Fast, reliable standard sensitivity detection with absolute calibration.
• Full immunity to vibrations and extreme building movement.
• Complete resistance to dust, steam, fog, condensation and other obstructions.
• Full immunity to reflections.
• Simple installation, commissioning and maintenance to dramatically lower costs.
• Consistent performance in any ambient lighting or total darkness.
• 3-D volumetric coverage for design flexibility and additional cost savings.
OSID overcomes the weaknesses of traditional detection solutions used in large,
open spaces where standard sensitivity detection is required. In its simplest configuration, OSID resembles a beam detector but is an entirely new technology. As the
prestigious winner of the ‘Judge’s Choice Award’ at the ISC West 2011 New Product
Showcase (NPS), OSID is ideal for use in a wide range of industries and applications. These include atriums, domes and large rooms in airports, train stations, hotels,
convention centres, entertainment venues, shopping centres, stadia, office buildings/
complexes and warehouses.
For more see www.securitysa.com/webinars
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